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A tranquil bay on the left/east shore of Lake Rotoiti

COUGH SPLUTTER! Right on queue so it seemed, in the second half 
of May an unusually long, calm, clear spell of weather had materialised 
over the period my climbing buddy James and I had scheduled to visit 
the Nelson Lakes. Our plan was to walk into Upper Travers Hut on day 
one, climb Mount Travers via the south ridge on day two, cross Travers 
Saddle and head around to Sabine Hut on day three, and walk out to 
Saint Arnaud on day four. But COUGH SPLUTTER!

An evil chest cough was doing the rounds and five days before we 
were to set off, it seemed it had found me out of nowhere after having 
been illness free all year. I started taking Codral and hoped for the best. 
Initially this seemed to be helping, although I must confess to feeling 
rather pensive about the rigors ahead, given the violence of the cough.

At the Cold Water Hut pier James and I disembarked our water taxi. 
Beautiful mirror reflections of the surrounding hills painted a lovely
picture. Our packs were fairly weighty with climbing gear and four days 
of food. As I spluttered my way along the easy trail towards John Tait 
Hut this played on my mind more than normal. More Codral.

On the river flats before John Tait Hut, with Mt Travers (2,338m) left

Mount Codral
An attempt of the south ridge of Mt Travers, Nelson Lakes
Words and pictures Peter Laurenson
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I was slow. We reached John Tait Hut after four and half 
hours, had some lunch and then, as the gradient increased 
beyond John Tait, my pace slowed further as my misery
levels increased. Another three hours and I trudged in to 
Upper Travers Hut. James, who is an energiser bunny on 
steroids at the best of times, had romped ahead and had the 
billy boiling for when I arrived. 

As we’d made our way up the valley that day occasional 
glimpses of Travers and other tops revealed patchy snow
up high. This was of some concern because the crux pitches 
on the south ridge are steep. We hoped this section would 
still be free of loose snow and ice. Tomorrow morning would 
reveal all.

Luckily we shared the hut with just two French women (who 
were crossing Travers Saddle next morning) who took the 
other bunk room, because my evil cough reached maximum 
heinousness during the night time. My Codral supplies were 
taking a hammering but I consoled myself that our packs 
would be lightweight on the climb and the weather remained 
perfect. 

We were away a little before dawn, reasoning that we 
needed daylight before the notch so we could accurately 
assess the conditions above. I paced myself as James 
patiently and uncomplainingly ignored my spluttering. We 
reached Travers Saddle at dawn and our way ahead, along 
the south ridge, was painted in warm hues.
The photographer in me rejoiced.

Below - A tributary stream just north of John Tait HutAbove - Paradise ducks on Travers River, north of John Tait Hut

Above - Upper Travers Hut bottom left, Mt Travers right

Above - A pleasant distraction from coughing on the way out
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I’d been along this ridge for a recce with Simon Williamson back in October 2017. Then there had 
been a lot more snow. This time we didn’t strike any until about 1,800 metres and even then, it was 
loose, patchy and totally unconsolidated. Underneath it lay loose rocks and scree, interspersed by 
jagged blocky protrusions. At about 1,950 metres a noticeable buttress rears up. This is where our 
recce ended in 2017. It was time to don our harnesses as the climbing got more interesting.

I had not appreciated how large the buttress actually is. It proved much longer than I’d expected 
and involved some interesting scrambling up over and sometimes sidling around several small 
gendarmes – one even required our rope. The condition on the slopes falling off the ridge wasn’t 
encouraging. Not enough snow to give any crampon and axe confidence – just slippery treachery. 
Often, where there was no snow, lay a coating of verglas.

Above - On top of the buttress, heading towards the notch Above - One of several minor obstacles along the buttress

The South Ridge and face of Mt Travers, viewed from Travers Saddle (1,787m) at dawn
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At the notch at 2,000 metres we gazed down to the narrow snow splattered saddle, then up the 
mostly snow-free but verglas-coated face giving access to the summit slabs. Ice filled sections of the 
crack that the first pitch follows. The early morning sun glistened on ice-covered mossy slabs above. 
Cough or no cough, it looked too dangerous to me. James is a far better rock climber than me and 
felt that he could still make progress on the crux pitches. His main concern was the exposed slabs 
above. We agreed that, if they were more of what we’d encountered on our way to the notch, then it 
was time to back off.

It’s always disappointing if I reach this point on a climb, but later, back at the hut, we still both 
agreed that it was the right call on the day. In my virus depleted state, I also felt considerable relief 
once our decision to descend was made. I consoled myself that at least we had two more days in 
which to complete the circuit over Travers Saddle – a route neither of us had yet done.

Back at Upper Travers Hut we turned our minds to the route of the next two days. An examination 
of the map quickly made it apparent that they would be two long days – fine if I was in a fit state, but 
enough to break my resolve as more waves of coughing fits ensued. We had a brew, packed up and 
began a retreat the way we’d come in. John Tait that night, then a long walk out to the carpark, 
ending in a trudge around the eastern shore of Lake Rotoiti on day three. It was nice to reach warm 
civilisation back in Christchurch later that evening. Just as well because my temperature rose with 
the onset of the shakes. As I write this two weeks later I’m still coughing, but at least I’m off the 
Codral. Mount Travers remains unfinished business – a summer trip I think …  

For more captioned images and route map

www.occasionalclimber.co.nz

Above - A view south to Kehu (2,220m) from about 1,900m

Left - The approximate route into the notch, then up a first pitch to a small ledge, 
followed by a diagonal pitch left to access the summit slabs
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